
Use this sheet to prepare your dog for the 
Behavior and Training Test 

 
Objective: To Evaluate general behavior, steadiness and handlers ability to control dog. 

 
• Test consists of 9 subtests:  All nine subtests must be passed to receive pass on test. Each sub 

test will be scored as Pass or Fail. Comments from tester may be marked after each subtest as well 
as at the end of entire test.  

 
• Encouragement / Correction : Handler may use mild correction, praise and encouragement 

throughout test. Handler must show control without excessive force and or correction, and 
maintain calm demeanor during tests. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Behavior Toward Stranger 
Sub-Test 1--- Neutral Stranger 
A person unfamiliar to the dog calmly approaches the handler, shakes hands, engages in brief conversation 
with handler and then departs all while ignoring the dog. 
The dog must remain in sitting position showing only mild interest and curiosity. 

Pass  Fail 
 

Sub-Test 2---Friendly Stranger 
Handler will have dog in sitting position, a person unfamiliar to the dog calmly approaches dog and pets 
dog under chin and moves to body. Dog must remain in sitting position showing only confident, mild 
curiosity and interest. 

Pass  Fail 
 

 
Sub-Test 3---Allowing general handling 
Handler will have dog in calm standing position. Tester calmly approaches dog and performs general 
appearance and grooming inspection. Tester will calmly comb or brush dog on neck and body. He will 
gently inspect feet and nails and examine ears and teeth. Handler may use commands to calm dog during 
inspection. Dog must remain calm and receptive throughout test. 

Pass  Fail 
 

Handler Control 
Sub-Test 4---Walking on lead 
Handler will walk dog on loose lead and demonstrate right turn, left turn, and an about turn with at least 
one stop in between and another at the end. Handler may sit dog at halts. Dogs positioning should leave no 
doubt that the handler is in control and dog is attentive. The tester may use a pre-plotted course or may 
direct the handler by giving instructions. Handler may give praise and commands to dog, but no props may 
be used during test.  

Pass  Fail 
 

 
Sub-Test 5 ---Sit/Down/Stay on command 
Handler starts by giving dog sit command. Dog must respond with little or no prompting. Handler then 
gives dog down command. Dog must down with little or no resistance. 
Handler may choose to give stay command from sit or down. Handler will give stay command and walk a 
minimum of 20 paces from dog, turn and face dog. Handler will return to dog after a minimum 30-second 
pause. Dog must remain where placed until tester instructs handler to release dog. 

Pass  Fail 



 
 
 
 
 
Sub-Test 6---Coming when called 
Handler will place dog in sit or down-stay and walk 20 paces and turn to face dog. Handler will then call 
dog to come. Dog must remain where placed until called, then come straight to handler when called. 
Handler may use encouragement to get dog to come. 

Pass  Fail 
 
 

Steadiness Thru Distraction 
Sub-Test 7---Walking thru a crowd 
Handler will walk dog on loose lead through a crowd of at least five people. At least two people in crowd 
will have distractions such as twirling umbrella, bouncing ball, metal bucket with rocks, noise makers, etc. 
Handler must pass within 4 feet of all members of crowd. Dog may show interest and curiosity but must 
remain calm and confident enough to continue to follow handler. Handler must show control of dog 
without excessive force throughout test. 

Pass  Fail 
 
 

Sub-Test 8---Reaction to another dog 
Handler will walk dog on loose lead past at least two other dogs within a minimum of 5 feet. Distraction 
dogs may be tethered or held on lead by other handlers. Dog may show interest but must remain calm and 
controllable. Handler will perform one halt with sit within 10 feet of other dog and dog must remain in sit 
position for a minimum of I minute. 

Pass  Fail 
 

 
Sub-Test 9---Supervised Separation 
Handler will leave leashed dog with tester and go out of sight for a minimum of 3 minutes. Dog need not 
remain in sit or down, but must remain calm and controllable and show no agitation towards tester. 

Pass  Fail 
 

 

 
Part 2 Results      Pass      Fail 

 
 



Responsible Ownership 
 
Primary needs of a dog within the family structure 
 
I. All dogs need a clear understanding that the humans in it’s household are the ‘leaders of the 
pack’. 

A. Consistency of all family members in following the rules enforcing the boundaries and an 
understanding of why this is important. 

B. Owner established territorial and psychological boundaries for the dog 
1. Designate a place for your dog’s crate, den or bed. You need to decide where 

the dog will sleep and be certain that the dog sleeps there. 
2. Designate a place for your dog to eat and drink. Water should be available at all 

times.  It is recommended that the dog’s food should not be left down after 
feeding.    

3. Kitchen manners are essential to establish from the beginning. Your dog should 
not be taking food from the table, begging or being fed from the table. Your dog 
will not be offended by this as he will see this as his natural and rightful place in 
the pack. 

4. Designated doggy toys and play area. Designate a place for your dog to 
eliminate. 

5. By providing rules and boundaries, and providing calm assertive leadership in the 
‘pack’, your dog can develop positive behaviors that will substitute for other 
instinctual behavior patterns, such as chasing, fighting, etc. 
 

II. Meeting the dogs needs 
A. Physical needs of food, fresh water, and exercise appropriate for the breed. 
B. Health needs of vaccinations, parasite control, and regular veterinarian visits as 

necessary. 
C. Psychological needs 

1. Give your dog a sense of security by having the owner assume the position of 
‘pack leader’ under any and all circumstances. 

2. Always be consistent in your interactions with your dog. Corrections should 
immediately follow the dog’s negative behavior. Dogs live in the now. .They don’t 
remember what happened five minutes ago, so corrections must be well timed. 
Many times a simple verbal correction with appropriate energy will be adequate. 
Show your dog the right behavior. 

3. Praise your dog only when the dog is in a calm submissive state of mind. 
4. Establish with your dog a system of communication with consistent commands 

and energy which he can understand. 
5. Teach him consistent rules and boundaries to enable him to cope with his 

environment. A dog does not understand a holiday or vacation from rules. 
Inconsistency will be perceived by your dog as weakness in the ‘pack leader’. 

6. Approach your training with calm assertive energy. Teach him to respect and 
trust you by handling him in a consistent manner. It is your overall attitude, your 
state of mind and energy that the dog is picking up and processing in his mind.  

 
III. Understand your responsibilities as a dog owner in your community 

A. Be aware of your dog’s behavior when you are not at home. If problems exist (such as 
charging the fence after the mailman or meter reader) deal with these problem situations 
to avoid an incidence when you are not around. Keep your dog contained at all times. 
Adhere to leash laws, licensing and rabies vaccination requirements. 

B. Serve as a canine ‘good will’ ambassador to your neighbors. Be open to concerns that your 
neighbors might have about your dog and fix any problems before things get out of hand. Be 
available as a resource to other neighbors, and be the good example others can aspire to. 

 
IV.  If you are not planning to exhibit in conformation and/or weight pull or breed your dog, after 
consulting with your veterinarian and at an appropriate age, please consider spaying or neutering 
your dog. 
 



Basic Canine Psychology 
 

Dogs are PACK Animals 
(Dogs will naturally seek their place in the pack) 

Dogs are natural followers 
Dogs need structure within the pack 

 
* Survival comes through harmony in the pack. 

          Harmony in the pack depends upon a strong leader. * 
 

DOGS WILL FOLLOW 
 

OR 
 
 
 
 

Assertive Leader  
YOU! 

LEADING WITH CALM, ASSERTIVE ENERGY 
 Always follow through in this order: 

1 Establish discipline  
 (Rules and boundaries) 
2 Create behavior in the dog 
 (Calm and submissive) 
3 Affection – Praise, touch, eye 

contact, food, communication, 
etc. 

Affection should come only AFTER 
wanted behavior is established. 
 
**Dogs will be more receptive if 
exercise is added to daily routine 

 

Instincts 
 
 Dogs have 3 main instincts 

  
1. Prey Drive – Chase 

 
2. Predatory Drive – Capture 

 
3. Protection – Guard the  

‘kill’/territory  
 
 (More than one dog together will 
intensify predatory instincts) 
 
These predatory instincts left 
unchecked or unguided create many 
potentially dangerous behavior 
problems

 
 

Without a leader present, dogs will revert back to instinct -  
Unless conditioned or trained to do otherwise 


